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Abstract 26 

Innovation technologies have been recognized as an efficient solution to alleviate carbon 27 

emissions stem from transport sector. The aim of this study is to investigate the impact of 28 

innovation on carbon emissions stemming from the transportation sector in the Mediterranean 29 

countries. Based on the available data, Albania, Algeria, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia, 30 

Egypt, Morocco, Tunisia, and Turkey are selected as the 8 developing countries; and Cyprus, 31 

France, Greece, Israel, Italy, Spain are selected as the 6 developed countries and included in 32 

the analysis. Due to data constraints, the analysis period has been determined as 1997-2017 33 

for the developing Mediterranean countries, and 2003-2017 for the developed Mediterranean 34 

countries. After determining the long-term relationship with the panel cointegration method, 35 

we obtained the long-term coefficients with FMOLS and DOLS methods. The empirical test 36 

results indicated that the increments in the level of innovation in developing countries have a 37 

negative impact on carbon emissions due to transportation if the innovation results from an 38 

increase in patents. However, the trademark increase does not have a statistically significant 39 

effect on carbon emissions. In developed countries, it is observed that both the patent 40 

application increases and the trademark increases have a positive effect on carbon emissions. 41 
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A Comparative Analysis of Relationship between Innovation and Transport Sector 44 

Carbon Emissions in Developed and Developing Mediterranean Countries 45 

INTRODUCTION 46 

Since the Rio Declaration on Environment and Development, and the Statement of principles 47 

for the Sustainable Management of Forests were accepted by more than 178 Governments at 48 

the United Nations Conference on Environment and Development (UNCED) in June 1992, 49 

innovation processes toward sustainable development (eco-innovations) have received 50 

increasing attention in different sectors. This raises the question “how to promote innovation 51 

technologies to reach sustainable environment targets without sacrificing growth and 52 

performance in different sectors?” 53 

As a fundamental approach, there are two alternative ways to increase output. One should 54 

either increase the inputs for the production process, or “new ways” in which to get more 55 

output with the same amount of input (Rosenberg, 2004:1). “New ways” can be categorized 56 

under three forms (Broughel and Thierer, 2019:5): (1) cost reduction, (2) quality 57 

improvement, (3) new production methods as well as alternative goods and services. 58 

Schumpeter (2000) defined innovation as “the introduction of new technical methods, 59 

products, sources of supply, and forms of industrial organization”. Roger (1983) described 60 

innovation as an idea, object, or practice that can be accepted as new by the people.  61 

In the literature, there are many studies pointing to the spillover effect of innovation and 62 

technology on economic growth. Ulku (2004) investigated the relationship between 63 

innovation and economic growth in 20 OECD and 10 non-OECD countries over the period 64 

1981-1997. The empirical results provided evidence of a positive relationship between 65 

innovation and per capita GDP in both OECD and non-OECD countries. The author also 66 

pointed out that the effect of R&D stock on innovation was significant only in the large 67 

markets of OECD countries. Pece, Simona, and Salisteanu (2015) analyzed the effects of 68 

innovation on the economic growth in Poland, the Czech Republic, and Hungary. The 69 

empirical results showed that there is a positive relationship between economic growth and 70 

innovation. Innovation and R&D provide competitiveness, progress, and finally economic 71 

growth. Maradana et al. (2017) also found bidirectional causality between innovation and 72 

economic growth for 19 European countries spanning the period 1989-2014. Hence, 73 

according to the findings of many studies in the related literature, there is a close and 74 

bidirectional relationship between innovation and economic growth.  75 

Since innovation technologies are improved for sustainable economic growth and sustainable 76 

environment, they can also be used in transport and energy sector. Actually, innovation is one 77 

of the key factors to control the spurring of the rise in CO2 emissions and there has been an 78 

outcry for innovative technologies. To combat environmental pollution due to CO2 emissions 79 

stem from transport, new innovative technologies have been developed and patented in the 80 

last decade (Mensah et al., 2018). Efficiency, intensity, and technology of vehicles are highly 81 

effective on the level of pollution and environment quality (Goulias, 2007: 66). Indeed, 82 

innovative technologies in the energy sector may bring less consumption, lower energy cost, 83 

more efficiency, higher quality of the environment as well as economic growth. Due to the 84 



improvements in the energy efficiency technologies, electrification, and applying more 85 

environment-friendly energy resources, global transport emissions rose by less than 0.5%. 86 

Comparing with the annual increase of 1.9% since 2000, this rate of increase is promising 87 

(Teter, Tattini and Petropoulos, 2020).  A remarkable reduction in fuel per kilometer around 88 

the world in the upcoming years can be possible by innovative technologies and 89 

hybridization. However, strong policies are needed to ensure maximum efficiency in 90 

automotive technology to transfer their benefit into fuel economy improvement. It is a fact 91 

that changing traditional pollutive transport technologies will require to adopt environment-92 

friendly innovative technologies.  The development of innovative and high-performance 93 

technologies in the transportation sector will provide fine tuning of the design of 94 

transportation equipment (IEA, 2009a: 35). 95 

Transportation is one of the most important determinants of economic activities and our daily 96 

life. Nevertheless, the transport sector has been facing economic, technological, and 97 

environmental challenges. Parallel to the increasing population and economic needs, there has 98 

been an exponential increase in conventional fuel use in the transport sector. Hence, the 99 

negative impacts of oil are increasing faster than ever. The transportation sector which 100 

includes the movement of people and goods by cars, trains, airplanes, and other vehicles is 101 

now one of the major sources of global warming and air pollution. The greatest proportion of 102 

greenhouse gas emissions belongs to carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions resulting from the 103 

combustion of fossil-fuel-based products in the transport sector. There are certain reasons for 104 

increasing CO2 emissions in the transport sector: The most important reason is that in all 105 

cities, particularly in the metropolis, there is growing congestion. Congestion increases 106 

especially in rush hours due to staying in the traffic and exhausting more gas and carbon 107 

emissions. And since the transport is highly dependent on oil which is a non-renewable 108 

energy source, there is an increasing rate of air pollution. Moreover, cities are getting larger 109 

and the landscapes of cities are changing. In many countries, the instruction sector is one of 110 

the locomotive sectors. Urban transformation, constructing new buildings, and high-rises lead 111 

to the dramatic degradation of urban landscapes. Constructing new towns increases the need 112 

for new roads and transport facilities which cause the demolition of historical buildings and 113 

reductions in open space and green areas. And also, constructing new places and 114 

decentralization of cities caused longer trips with more vehicles. This also leads to higher 115 

dependence on cars rather than short trips with public transportation. Finally, globalization 116 

affected many sectors such as tourism, aviation, and international trade. Through 117 

multinational corporations, there are great industrial investments all over the world. These 118 

corporations initiated new patterns of distribution of goods/products which causes dramatic 119 

increases in global, regional, and local transportation activities (Banister, 2005: 16-17). 120 

Similarly, globalization motivated the tourism and aviation sectors which resulted in more 121 

transportation and more carbon emissions. 122 

Starting from the beginning of the 1900s, conventional fossil fuel has been used extensively 123 

in the transport industry. Excessive use of fossil fuels in the transport sector causes pollution 124 

and environmental degradation. The largest sources of transportation-based greenhouse 125 

emissions are passenger cars and light-duty trucks which represent more than half of the 126 



emissions from this sector. The other half of greenhouse gas emissions from the transportation 127 

sector comes from commercial aircraft, ships, boats, train, and pipelines (EPA, 2019).  128 

Numerically, transport accounts for almost 16,2% of global energy use and CO2 emissions. 129 

Therefore, transport is responsible for both direct emissions from fossil fuels to power 130 

transport vehicles and indirect emissions through electricity. In total transport, road transport 131 

has a share of 11,9%. Road trucks include cars, buses, and motorcycles (this group represents 132 

60% of total road trucks) and trucks and lorries. Aviation is also responsible for the carbon 133 

emissions from domestic (40%) and international aviation (60%) (Ritchie and Roser, 2020). 134 

Besides, parallel to the increasing demand for modern highways, infrastructure constructions 135 

affect the land surface dramatically and cause great losses on habitat and biodiversity. The 136 

transportation sector is also one of the basic causes of air pollution-related death and disease 137 

such as cancer, asthma, bronchitis, etc. (Rowland et al., 1998: 10). Figure 1 illustrates the 138 

global transport sector's carbon emission trends over the period 2000-2019. World total CO2 139 

emissions steadily increase from 5,8 Gt in 2000 to 8,2 Gt in 2019. Comparing with the 140 

shipping and aviation sectors, passenger road vehicles and road freight vehicles contributed 141 

more to total CO2 emissions.  142 

 143 

Figure 1. Global Transport Sector Carbon Emissions (Gt, 2000-2019) 144 

 145 

Source: Teter, Tattini and Petropoulos (2020); IEA (2019b) 146 

IEA (2009a) reported that transport is responsible for one-quarter of global energy-related 147 
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Petropoulos, 2020). Besides, Covid-19 pandemic adversely affected the transportation sector. 150 
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in 2020:Q1 led to a 5% fall compared with 2019:Q1 in global carbon emissions.  Road 154 

transport declined between 50% and 75%. At the end of March 2020, the global transport 155 

activity fell by 50% of the 2019 level. Indeed, CO2 emissions dropped more than energy 156 

demand since the greatest carbon-incentive fuels had the largest drops in demand during this 157 

period. The regions which experienced the earliest impacts of the Covid-19 had the largest 158 

CO2 emissions falls. It is also expected that the global lockdown will cause sharp declines in 159 

the global CO2 emissions and will be recorded as 30,6 Gt by the end of this year. This amount 160 

is approximately 8% lower than the previous year (IEA, 2020a; IEA, 2020c). However, once 161 

the pandemic is over, there may be even more CO2 emissions in all sectors starting from the 162 

transport. Road vehicles such as cars, trucks, buses, and other motor vehicles are responsible 163 

for ¾ of transport CO2 emissions. Moreover, carbon emissions from aviation and shipping are 164 

rising which points out the necessity to have international cooperation and initiating global 165 

policies (Teter, Tattini and Petropoulos, 2020). IEA (2009b) predicted that unless there are 166 

international cooperation and global measures, worldwide car ownership will be triple to 167 

more than 2 billion; the trucking sector will be expected to be double and aviation will 168 

increase by fourfold by 2050. These increases in all subsectors of transportation will double 169 

the transport energy use that will bring higher rates of CO2 emissions. Indeed, transport 170 

energy use and CO2 emissions are estimated to increase by 50% by 2030, and more than 80% 171 

by 2050 (IEA, 2009a: 29, 35).  172 

Figure 2 represents the carbon emissions of Mediterranean countries. We included Israel, 173 

Italy, France, Spain, Greece, and Cyprus as developed Mediterranean countries; Turkey, 174 

Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia, Algeria, Tunisia, and Morocco as developing 175 

Mediterranean countries to our study. During the 2000-2016 period, carbon emissions of 176 

developed countries were always higher. However, starting from 2010, while developing 177 

Mediterranean countries’ carbon emissions were rising, carbon emissions of developed 178 

Mediterranean countries started to decline. The decrease in carbon emissions in developed 179 

Mediterranean countries can be due to increasing energy efficiency and innovative 180 

technologies in the energy sector.   181 

Figure 2. Developed and Developing Mediterranean Countries Carbon Emissions from the 182 

Transportation Sector (million tones, 2000-2016)  183 

 184 

Source: Authors’ own calculations from Ritchie and Roser (2020) 185 
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Developing Mediterranean Countries: Turkey, Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia, Algeria, Tunisia, and 186 
Morocco 187 
Developed Mediterranean Countries: Israel, Italy, France, Spain, Greece, Cyprus  188 

 189 

Figure 3. Developed and Developing Mediterranean Countries Carbon Emissions from 190 

Transport (Road and Shipping-Aviation) (2017, million tones)  191 

 192 

Source: IEA (2019a)  193 

Figure 3 illustrates the carbon emissions of the transport subsectors in developed and 194 

developing Mediterranean countries in 2017. According to Figure 3, transport combustion by 195 

road is much higher than transport combustion by shipping and aviation both in developed 196 

and developing Mediterranean countries.  197 

Although historically, there has been a close relationship between economic growth and 198 

transportation, there is a tradeoff between economic growth, transport increase, and 199 

environmental degradation. The question is whether we can initiate sustainable economic 200 

growth with less CO2 emissions. Moreover, to avoid the disastrous effect of climate change, 201 

global CO2 emissions must be decreased at least by 50%. To reach this target, transport will 202 

have a crucial position. Even though there are huge cuts in CO2 in all other sectors, unless 203 

transport does not reduce CO2 emissions by 2050, it will be impossible to meet the target 204 

(IEA, 2009a: 29).  205 

Transport sector is one of the leading sectors contributing to carbon emissions on a global 206 

scale. Transport sector is also one of the pioneer sectors which have the greatest technological 207 

developments. The most important contribution of innovation to the transport sector is energy 208 

efficiency improvements and technologies which reduce fuel consumption. Many studies 209 

have pointed out that innovation in the transport sector not only provide energy efficiency but 210 

also increases the service life of vehicles. Besides, the gains in efficiency of energy 211 

consumption lead reduction in the per unit price of energy services. This causes increases in 212 

the energy consumption and carbon emissions (the re-bound effect). In their studies, 213 

Greening, Greene, and Difiglio (2000); Herring and Roy (2007); Jin, Duan and Tang (2018); 214 

Erdoğan et al. (2019); Erdoğan et al. (2020); Erdoğan, Yıldırım and Gedikli (2019); and 215 

Lemoine (2019) pointed out the interrelation between economic growth, technological 216 

innovation and increasing energy consumption which leads rebound effect.  217 
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Moreover, the level of development of the countries may be also crucial in analyzing the 218 

contribution of transport sector to the carbon emissions. The findings of the researches 219 

considering the development level of the countries in order to find solutions to combat the 220 

increase in carbon emissions on a global scale may be helpful. In this context, the questions to 221 

be answered in order to determine the relationship between the level of development of 222 

countries and the magnitude of carbon emissions are listed below:  223 

- The lower the economic growth, the less allocation of sources to be transferred to 224 

innovation. Does using low technologies in transport sector result in high carbon emissions? 225 

-Does higher income per capita in developed countries aggravate carbon emissions due to 226 

increasing demand for energy-saving vehicles? Yet, drivers may be more comfortable to drive 227 

more if they believe that their vehicles consume less fuel and produce less pollutant.  228 

-How does demand to have car and demand to drive affect carbon emissions? 229 

 -Indeed, the level of development difference among the countries in the Mediterranean region 230 

is significant. Does it make a difference in carbon emissions? 231 

In this vein, the aim of this study is to investigate whether there is a difference between 232 

developed Mediterranean countries and developing Mediterranean countries regarding the 233 

impact of innovation on the transport sector and carbon emissions. Mediterranean basin has 234 

been an important and strategic region. However, macroeconomic performances of Euro-235 

Mediterranean countries are far better than most of the Eastern and Southern Mediterranean 236 

countries. Therefore, there are great differences between their R&D expenditures, economic 237 

growth rates, GDP per capita, and the level of innovation investments. Furthermore, their 238 

energy efficiency technologies, their means of the transport sector, as well as their 239 

environmental policies and level of environmental awareness, are not homogenous in sample 240 

countries.  To provide a precise analysis, we divided the Mediterranean countries into two 241 

groups as developed Mediterranean countries and developing Mediterranean countries. Based 242 

on the available reliable data, Albania, Algeria, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia, Egypt, 243 

Morocco, Tunisia, and Turkey are selected as the 8 developing countries; and Cyprus, France, 244 

Greece, Israel, Italy, Spain are selected as the 6 developed countries. Due to data constraints, 245 

the analysis period has been determined as 1997-2017 for the developing Mediterranean 246 

countries, and 2003-2017 for the developed Mediterranean countries. After determining the 247 

long-term relationship with the panel cointegration method, we obtained the long-term 248 

coefficients with FMOLS and DOLS methods. We applied Pedroni cointegration test. It 249 

allows for panel-specific cointegrating vectors and based on the stationarity test of error terms 250 

with panel and group tests statistics (v, rho, ADF and PP).  251 

To the best of our knowledge, there is no other study that investigates the effects of 252 

innovation on the transport sector carbon emissions in the Mediterranean countries. Hence, 253 

the contribution of our paper to the related literature is analyzing the relationship between 254 

innovation and transport sector carbon emissions in the developed and developing 255 

Mediterranean countries.  256 



The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: The second part is the literature review. 257 

The third part introduces the model; the fourth part explains the data and methodology, the 258 

statistical properties of data, and stylized facts; and the last part presents the empirical results 259 

and policy implications. 260 

 261 

LITERATURE REVIEW 262 

The literature review of our study will be analyzed under two headlines: The first headline is 263 

the relationship between the transportation sector and CO2 emissions. And the second one is 264 

the relationship between innovation and CO2 emissions. 265 

Innovation and CO2 emissions 266 

Johnstone, Haščič and Popp (2010) examined the effects of environmental policies on 267 

technological innovation in the case of renewable energy on the 25 OECD countries using the 268 

panel data during the period 1978-2003. The researchers concluded that public policy had a 269 

crucial role in determining patent applications and the development of new renewable energy 270 

technologies. The authors pointed the public expenditures on R&D as well as the Kyoto 271 

Protocol that encouraged the patent activities on wind and solar power as the significant 272 

effects on increasing innovation activities.  273 

Feia, Rasiah, and Shen (2014) investigated the energy-growth nexus by taking the effects of 274 

clean energy, CO2 emissions, and technological innovation into account in Norway and New 275 

Zealand during the period 1971-2010. The authors indicated that there was a long-term 276 

equilibrium between clean energy, economic growth, and CO2 emissions. They also showed 277 

that while clean energy alleviates the CO2 emissions, it also brings extra cost on the economic 278 

growth of both countries. While technological innovation implies advancements in energy 279 

efficiency, New Zealand does not intend to apply technological innovation in clean energy 280 

production. Irandoust (2016) analyzed the relationship between renewable energy 281 

consumption, technological innovation, CO2 emissions, and economic growth in the Nordic 282 

countries (Denmark, Finland, Norway CO2, and Sweden).  The empirical results indicated that 283 

there was a unidirectional causality running from technological innovation to renewable 284 

energy and from renewable energy to economic growth for all sample countries. The authors 285 

pointed out the importance of technological innovation on renewable energy and economic 286 

growth. In another study for China, Zhang et al. (2017) investigated the effect of 287 

environmental innovations during 2000-2013 using SGMM technique. They indicated that 288 

resource innovation, knowledge innovation as well as environmental innovation measures 289 

reduce CO2 emissions effectively in China. Samargandi (2017) reached similar findings for 290 

the case of Saudi Arabia. Mensah et al. (2018) investigated the effects of innovation on CO2 291 

emission in 28 OECD countries over the period 1990-2014 using the STIRPAT model. The 292 

researchers concluded that innovation has a crucial role in the mitigation of CO2 emissions. 293 

They also pointed out that the higher the GDP per capita, the greater the rise in CO2 294 

emissions. Kahouli (2018), examined the causality relationship between energy electricity 295 

consumption, R&D stocks, CO2 emissions, and economic growth in Mediterranean countries 296 



over the period 1990-2016. The empirical results indicated the existence of strong feedback 297 

effects between electricity, R&D stocks, CO2 emissions, and economic growth. It was also 298 

found that there was a one-way causality between R&D stocks and economic growth, and a 299 

unidirectional causality between R&D and CO2 emissions.  300 

Danish (2019) also found that the ICT mitigates the CO2 emissions in the 59 countries along 301 

Belt and Road spanning the period 1990-2016. Petrovic and Lobanov (2020) analyzed the 302 

impact of R&D expenditures on CO2 emissions in 16 OECD countries for the period between 303 

1981 and 2014. Shahbaz et al. (2020) revealed parallel results in their study on the role of 304 

technological innovations in China. The authors found that technological innovations have a 305 

negative impact on CO2 emissions.  Nguyen, Pham, and Tram (2020) confirm this finding. 306 

The authors investigated 13 selected G-20 countries over the period 2000-2014 and concluded 307 

that together with energy price, foreign direct investment, and trade openness, technology and 308 

spending on innovation have a mitigating effect over CO2 emissions. The authors found 309 

statistically significant relationships between CO2 emissions, innovation, and ICT. The 310 

authors found that R&D investment has negative effects on CO2 emissions in the long-term. 311 

They showed that a 1% growth of R&D investments mitigates CO2 emissions by 0.09%-312 

0.15% on average. Wen et al. (2020) analyzed the spillover effects of technological 313 

innovation on CO2 emissions in 30 provinces of China spanning the period 2000-2015 in the 314 

construction sector. The authors indicated the key role of technological innovation in CO2 315 

emission reduction in the construction industry.  316 

Although most of the studies in the literature indicated the moderating effects of innovation 317 

on CO2 emissions, there are some studies that reached different results:  318 

Álvarez-Herránz et al. (2017) employed a panel data set of 28 OECD countries to analyze the 319 

effects of improvements in energy research development on greenhouse gas emissions using 320 

ERD&D model spanning the period 1990-2014. The empirical results indicated that energy 321 

innovation measures could not reach its whole impacts at once, instead, it needs more time to 322 

reach the targets and their full effect.   323 

Amri, Bélaïd and Roubaud (2019) investigated the moderating role of technological 324 

innovation on the devastating effects of trade and energy consumption on environmental 325 

sustainability in Tunisia spanning the period 1971-2014 using ARDL approach. They found 326 

that there was no causality between technological innovation and CO2 emissions and there 327 

was a unidirectional impact of technological innovation on energy consumption both in short 328 

and long terms. Besides, technological innovation had indirectly significant by decreasing the 329 

impact of energy consumption on CO2 emissions.  330 

Khattak (2020) analyzed the effects of innovation, renewable energy, and GDP per capita on 331 

CO2 emissions in BRICS countries over the period 1980-2016. The test results showed that 332 

technological innovation could not mitigate the CO2 emissions in China, India, Russia, and 333 

South Africa. It was found that there was bidirectional causality between innovation and CO2 334 

emissions; innovation and GDP per capita; innovation and renewable energy consumption 335 

and between CO2 emissions and GDP per capita.  336 



Although most of the literature focuses on how innovation contributes to alleviating climate 337 

impact on the environment by examining the mitigating innovative technologies, Su and 338 

Moaniba (2017) tried to analyze the causality via a reverse approach. The authors analyzed 339 

the effects of climate changes on innovation technologies on a dataset of 70 countries. The 340 

authors concluded that increasing levels of CO2 emissions cause more innovations related to 341 

climate change. Therefore, the author suggested diverting public funds to innovative activities 342 

that contribute to combating climate change. 343 

Du, Li and Yan (2019) investigated the effects of green technology innovations on CO2 344 

emissions in 71 countries for the period 1996-2012. Based on the empirical findings, it was 345 

indicated that green technology innovations do not have a significant impact on mitigating 346 

CO2 emissions in economies whose income level is below the threshold. On the contrary, the 347 

economies whose income level is above the threshold reduction effects became significant. 348 

The authors also found that CO2 emission per capita and per capita GDP is inverted U-shaped, 349 

and urbanization level and industrial structure. 350 

Koçak and Şentürk Ulucak (2019) examined the effects of R&D expenditures on CO2 351 

emissions using the STIRPAT model for OECD countries during the period 2003-2015. The 352 

empirical results showed that, contrary to the expectations, there was a significant positive 353 

relationship between the R&D expenditures and CO2 emissions due to R&D improvements in 354 

energy efficiency and fossil fuel.  The authors also found that the power and storage R&D 355 

expenditures have a mitigating effect on CO2 emissions. 356 

 357 

Transportation and CO2 emissions 358 

Zhou, Chung, and Zhang (2013) examined the CO2 emissions performance of China’s 359 

transport sector over the period 2003-2009 using undesirable-output-oriented DEA models. 360 

The empirical results indicated that the number of environmentally efficient regions decreased 361 

in the given period. The authors also found that the Eastern region of the country had the best 362 

results in adjusting CO2 emissions as transport infrastructure facilities are better in this region. 363 

Hence, they underlined the importance of the development of transport infrastructure 364 

technologies in the abatement of CO2 emissions.  365 

Li et al. (2013) explored the effects of factors such as vehicle fuel intensity, working vehicle 366 

stock per freight transport operator, industrialization level, and economic growth on the CO2 367 

emissions from road freight transportation in China over the period 1985-2007. The test 368 

results showed that while economic growth is the most important factor in increasing CO2 369 

emissions, the ton-kilometer per value added of industry and the market concentration level 370 

significantly decrease CO2 emissions.  371 

Guo et al. (2014) analyzed the contributions of population, energy intensity, energy structure, 372 

and economic activities to CO2 emission increments in the transport sector spanning the 373 

period 2005-2012 in different provinces and regions of China. The authors concluded that the 374 

Eastern region of China had the highest CO2 emissions and per capita CO2 emissions, but the 375 



lowest CO2 emissions intensity in its transport sector whereas the Western side had the 376 

highest CO2 emission intensity and the fastest emission increasing trend in its transport sector. 377 

They also pointed out that there has been a great increase in CO2 emissions in the transport 378 

sector in parallel to economic activities. 379 

Fan and Lei (2016) explored the impact of transportation intensity, energy structure, energy 380 

intensity, the output value of per unit traffic turnover, population, and economic growth on 381 

CO2 emissions in the transportation sector over the period 1995-2012 using GFI model in 382 

Beijing-China. The authors found that economic growth, energy intensity, and size of the 383 

population are the primary reasons for transportation carbon emissions. They also found that 384 

transportation intensity and energy structure are the negative drivers of CO2 emissions in the 385 

transportation sector.  386 

Wang and He (2017) investigated the CO2 marginal mitigation costs of the regional 387 

transportation sector, CO2 emissions efficiency, economic efficiency, and productivity in 388 

China from 2007 to 2012. The authors found that CO2 emissions efficiency and marginal 389 

mitigation cost of CO2 emissions are negatively correlated. Hence, improving CO2 emissions 390 

efficiency leads to a reduction in CO2 marginal mitigation costs.  391 

Zhu and Du (2019) analyzed the driving factors of CO2 emissions of road transportation in 392 

Australia, Canada, China, India, Russia, and the USA by employing LMDI decomposition 393 

method covering the period of 1990-2016. The empirical results indicated that carbon 394 

emissions of road transportation had a dramatic increase since 1990 (84.43%). Besides, both 395 

the economic output and the increasing population had positive effects on CO2 emissions of 396 

the road transportation sector.  397 

Du et al. (2019) analyzed the relationship between the transportation sector and the Chinese 398 

economy from 2002 to 2012.  The authors searched the effects of all means of transportation, 399 

i.e. the rail, road, water, and air on the generation of CO2 emissions.  The empirical findings 400 

indicated that the road sub-sector increased CO2 emissions whereas the rail sub-sector resulted 401 

in mitigation in CO2 emissions due to technological advances.   402 

Khan et al. (2020) investigated the sectorial effects on CO2 emission in Pakistan over the 403 

period 1991-2017. The researcher revealed that while the agriculture and services sectors have 404 

a negative effect on CO2 emissions, the construction, manufacturing, and transportation 405 

sectors contribute to the CO2 emissions. They also pointed out the importance of 406 

technological innovations for the CO2 emissions reduction strategies.  407 

Georgatzi, Stamboulis, and Vetsikas (2020) examined the determinants of CO2 emissions due 408 

to the transport sector for 12 European countries during the period 1994-2014 using panel 409 

data analysis and the Granger causality test. Based on the test results, it was concluded that 410 

infrastructure investments by the transport sector do not have a significant effect on CO2 411 

emissions; and also there was a bidirectional relationship between environmental policy 412 

stringency and CO2 emissions. 413 



Although in most of the studies researchers found similar results that point to the positive 414 

relationship between the transport sector and CO2 emissions, some papers indicated that the 415 

results may vary. In their study on the impact of public transportation on CO2 emissions for 416 

Chinese provinces, Jiang, Zhou and Liu (2018) concluded that although the results were 417 

heterogeneous, the findings support inverted U-shaped nexus between public transportation 418 

and CO2 emissions for provinces whose CO2 emission levels are different. Hence, if the 419 

public transportation level exceeds a threshold value, the relationship between the two 420 

variables may turn from positive to negative. 421 

 422 

 423 

DATA 424 

 425 

This study examines the relationship between 426 

innovation and transportation sector carbon 427 

emissions in developed and developing 428 

Mediterranean countries.  The development levels of 429 

counties are considered as one of the main 430 

antecedents of innovation capability and 431 

transportation habits. In this context, in this study 432 

Mediterranean countries are divided into two groups 433 

as developed and developing Mediterranean countries. On the basis of real GDP, IMF (2019) 434 

classified eight countries (Cyprus, France, Greece, Israel, Italy, Malta, Slovenia, Spain) as 435 

developed and ten countries (Albania, Algeria, Bosnia, and Herzegovina, Croatia, Egypt, 436 

Lebanon, Libya, Morocco, Tunisia, Turkey) as emerging or developing Mediterranean 437 

countries. According to this classification of IMF and depending on the availability of data, 438 

the relationship between innovation and carbon emissions from the transport sector in eight 439 

developing countries (Albania, Algeria, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia, Egypt, Morocco, 440 

Tunisia, and Turkey) will be analyzed with annual data between 1997 and 2017. Because of 441 

the data constraints, for six developed countries (Cyprus, France, Greece, Israel, Italy, Spain) 442 

innovation-carbon emission nexus through transport sector will be investigated over the 443 

period 2003-2017. 444 

 445 

 446 

The estimation equations are as follows.  447 

 448 𝑡𝑐𝑜2𝑖𝑡 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑡 + 𝛽2𝑙𝑛𝑔𝑑𝑝𝑝𝑐𝑖𝑡 + 𝛽3𝑋𝑖𝑡 + 𝜀𝑖𝑡                Equation (1) 449 𝑡𝑐𝑜2𝑖𝑡 = 𝛽4 + 𝛽5𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑡 + 𝛽6𝑙𝑛𝑔𝑑𝑝𝑝𝑐𝑖𝑡 + 𝛽7𝑙𝑛𝑔𝑑𝑝𝑝𝑐𝑖𝑡2 + 𝛽8𝑋𝑖𝑡 + 𝜀𝑖𝑡         Equation (2) 450 𝑡𝑐𝑜2𝑖𝑡 = 𝛼0 + 𝛼1𝑡𝑚𝑖𝑡 + 𝛼2𝑙𝑛𝑔𝑑𝑝𝑝𝑐𝑖𝑡 + 𝛼3𝑋𝑖𝑡 + 𝜀𝑖𝑡                Equation (3) 451 𝑡𝑐𝑜2𝑖𝑡 = 𝛼4 + 𝛼5𝑡𝑚𝑖𝑡 + 𝛼6𝑙𝑛𝑔𝑑𝑝𝑝𝑐𝑖𝑡 + 𝛼7𝑙𝑛𝑔𝑑𝑝𝑝𝑐𝑖𝑡2 + 𝛼8𝑋𝑖𝑡 + 𝜀𝑖𝑡     Equation (4) 452 

 453 

The abbreviations in the equations define the following concepts: 454 

tco2it: CO2 emissions from the transport sector  455 

patentit: Number of patent applications  456 

tmit: Number of trademark applications  457 

lngdppcit: Per capita income  458 

lngdppcit
2: The square of per capita income  459 

Xit: Control variables.  460 

 461 



In the equations, the number of patents and number of trademarks are considered as indicators 462 

of innovation capability, whilst trade (trade openness), FD (financial development), urban 463 

(the number of people living in urban areas) and energy (energy consumption) are the control 464 

variables.  465 

 466 

In order to test the validity of the Kuznets hypothesis, Equation 2 and equation 4 are created 467 

as quadratic equations. 468 

 469 

CO2 emissions from transport (Mt CO2/yr) include sources from fossil fuel use (combustion, 470 

flaring), industrial processes (cement, steel, chemicals, and urea), and product use (Muntean 471 

et.al. (2018)). Patent applications are worldwide patent applications filed through the Patent 472 

Cooperation Treaty procedure or with a national patent office for exclusive rights for an 473 

invention. A patent provides protection for the invention (a product or process that provides a 474 

new way of doing something or offers a new technical solution to a problem) to the owner of 475 

the patent.  TM (Trademark Applications) is the number of applications to register a 476 

trademark with a national or regional (registered to Intellectual Property (IP) office). GDP per 477 

capita is gross domestic product divided by midyear population. GDP is the sum of gross 478 

value added by all resident producers in the economy plus any product taxes and minus any 479 

subsidies. Data are in current U.S. dollars. Trade (Trade openness) is the value of exports of 480 

goods and services + the value of imports of goods and services / GDP (%). FD: Financial 481 

development (domestic credit to the private sector by banks (% of GDP)) refers to financial 482 

resources provided to the private sector by financial corporations. Urban (the World Bank 483 

population estimates) refers to the number of people living in urban areas. Energy (quad Btu) 484 

refers to the use of primary energy consumption. Energy use data were obtained from the U.S. 485 

Energy Information Administration, carbon emission from transport data were obtained from 486 

the Muntean et al. (2018) - (European Union Report- Fossil CO2 emissions of all world 487 

countries) reports and other data were obtained from the World Bank. In the study, all data 488 

except energy were taken as the natural logarithm. Descriptive Statistics of the data are shown 489 

in Table 1.  490 

 491 

 492 

 493 

Table 1: Descriptive Statistics 494 

 

Variables 

TCO2 GDPPC EC TM PAT FD TRADE URBAN 

Developed Countries 

Min. 1.7 18116.5 0.1 1569.0 3.0 57.17 45.6 681117.0 

Max. 133.1 45334.1 11.5 94917.0 17290.0 253.2 133.0 53612472.0 

St. Err. 51.0 6723.7 4.0 30308.6 5778.6 52.0 22.5 19228178.0 

Average 62.1 30512.1 4.5 33640.9 6192.6 115.0 68.4 23898068.4 

 

Developing Countries 

Min. 1.3 1033.2 0.1 2224.0 4.0 4.9 30.2 1279853.0 

Max. 85.9 16357.2 6.4 119304.0 8555.0 95.5 121.8 60537696.0 

St. Err. 19.0 3600.9 1.5 25449.5 1309.2 22.6 19.4 16860375.1 

Average 18.4 4800.9 1.4 15436.7 1010.2 45.1 72.1 17261533.7 

 495 

According to descriptive statistics in Table 1, the yearly average of CO2 emissions from the 496 

transport sector in developed countries is 62.1 (Mt CO2), whereas it is 18.4 (Mt CO2) in 497 

developing countries. This shows that CO2 emissions from the transport sector in developed 498 



countries are 3.5 times greater than developing countries. While average GDP per capita in 499 

the developed countries is $ 30,500, it is $ 4800 in the developing countries. The energy 500 

consumption of developed countries is approximately three times that of developing 501 

countries. Although there is not a significant difference between the international trade 502 

performances of developed and developing countries, the developed Mediterranean countries 503 

showed a remarkable performance in the financial development and innovation. Finally, the 504 

average urban population is 23.9 million for developed countries, whereas it is 17.2 million 505 

for developing countries. 506 

 507 

2. Methodology & Empirical Results 508 

 509 

The purpose of this study is to investigate the effect of innovation on carbon emission from 510 

the transport sector in Mediterranean region countries. The stationarity of the series is 511 

important in choosing the preferred estimation method. Therefore, the first step of the analysis 512 

is to investigate the stationarity of the series. Another important factor affecting the estimation 513 

results in panel data analysis is cross-section dependency. O'Connell (1998) showed that 514 

cross-section dependency increases the possibility of rejecting the null- hypothesis. Panel unit 515 

root tests can be divided into two (1) First-generation unit root tests assuming cross-sectional 516 

independence of series and (2) Second generation unit root tests assuming cross-sectional 517 

dependence of series. In order to choose the appropriate estimation method, it is necessary to 518 

investigate the cross-sectional dependency of the series. 519 

 520 

Pesaran (2004)’s CD test and Pesaran et al. (2008)’s LMadj (Bias-Adjusted Cross Sectionally 521 

Dependence Lagrange Multiplier) test was used to test the presence of cross-sectional 522 

dependence.  523 

 524 

CD test statistics are calculated as follows. 525 

 526 𝐶𝐷 = √ 2𝑇𝑁(𝑁−1) (∑ ∑ �̂�𝑖𝑗𝑁𝑗=𝑖+1𝑁−1𝑖=1 ) ⟹ 𝑁(0,1)                     (5) 527 

 528 

 529 

LMadj test statistics are calculated as follows. 530 𝐿𝑀𝑎𝑑𝑗 = √ 2𝑁(𝑁−1) ∑ ∑ 𝑇�̂�𝑖𝑗𝑁𝑗=𝑖+1𝑁−1𝑖=1 (𝑇−𝑘)�̂�𝑖𝑗2 −𝜇𝑇𝑖𝑗√𝜐𝑇𝑖𝑗2           (6) 531 

 532 

Hypotheses of CD test; 533 

H0: no cross-sectional dependence 534 

H1: has the cross-sectional dependence 535 

 536 

Table 2 shows the results of the cross-sectional dependency of the series. 537 

 538 

Table 2: Cross-Sectional Dependence Tests 539 

Variables 

D
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CD 

Stat. Prob. 

LMadj 

Stat. Prob. 

D
ev
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o
p

ed
 

C
o
u

n
tr

ie
s 

CD 

Stat. Prob. 

LMadj 

Stat. Prob. 

TCO2 -2.485 0.006 3.647 0.000 -1.656 0.049 0.931 0.176 
EC -1.886 0.030 3.206 0.001 -1.444 0.074 1.497 0.067 
GDPPC -1.163 0.122 4.066 0.000 1.044 0.148 3.142 0.001 
PAT -2.364 0.009 12.741 0.000 -1.636 0.051 1.243 0.107 



TM -1.425 0.077 -0.124 0.549 -1.367 0.086 0.629 0.265 
TRADE -2.138 0.016 0.294 0.384 -1.834 0.033 1.823 0.034 
URBAN -1.304 0.096 27.471 0.000 -1.026 0.152 1.354 0.088 
FD -2.092 0.018 0.550 0.291 -0.630 0.264 5.511 0.000 

 540 

 541 

As shown in Table 2, according to the CD test results, the null- hypothesis is rejected at the 542 

10% significance level. The basic hypothesis suggests that there is no cross-sectional 543 

dependency for all variables except the GDPPC series. Hence, it is decided that the cross-544 

sectional dependency problem exists. On the other hands, for the GDPPC series, it is seen that 545 

the basic hypothesis cannot be strongly rejected. On the other hand, according to the LMajd 546 

test result for the GDPPC series, the basic hypothesis suggesting that there is no cross-547 

sectional dependency is rejected and it is decided that the cross-sectional dependency problem 548 

exists. According to the results of LMajd test, it is decided that cross-sectional dependency 549 

problem exists for all series except for TM, TRADE and FD series.  550 

 551 

According to CD test results at 10% significance level for developed countries, it is decided 552 

that cross-section dependency problem exists for all variables except GDPPC, URBAN and 553 

FD series. For these three variables, LMajd test statistics show that the cross-sectional 554 

dependency problem exists. According to the LMajd test result, it is decided that cross-555 

sectional dependency problem exists for all series except TCO2, PAT and TM series. 556 

However, the basic hypothesis cannot be strongly rejected within these series, the test 557 

statistics almost exceed the 10% level. As a result, it was decided that cross section 558 

dependency problem exists for all series in the analysis. 559 

 560 

PANIC TEST  561 

 562 

In our study, The PANIC (Panel Analysis of Non-stationarity in Idiosyncratic and Common 563 

Component) test proposed by Bai and Ng (2004) will be used. In this method, if the mean 564 

values added as explanatory variables are not stationary, regression analysis may be spurious 565 

regression. In this case, normal distribution will not be used. Also, in the CA method, the 566 

common factors and idiosyncratic term are assumed to be equally stationary. However, since 567 

the first difference of the variable is used in the PCA method, the problem of spurious 568 

regression disappears. Besides, since stationarity for the common factors and idiosyncratic 569 

term is considered separately, it is not necessary for them to be stationary at the same level. 570 

 571 

 572 

The cross-section dependency problem can cause the estimation results to be biased for unit 573 

root analysis. While first-generation panel unit root tests assume cross-section independence, 574 

second generation panel unit root tests take cross-sectional dependency into account (see Bai 575 

and Ng (2004), Moon and Perron (2004), Pesaran (2007), and Chang (2002)). Second 576 

generation unit root tests handle common factors with CA (Cross-Average) or PCA (Principal 577 

Component) methods. In CA method, average values of cross-section units are added to the 578 

unit root estimation equation. However, if the mean values added as explanatory variables are 579 

not stationary in this method, regression analysis may be spurious regression. In this case, 580 

normal distribution cannot be used. Another issue is that in the CA method it is assumed that 581 

the common factors and idiosyncratic term are equally stationary. However, since the first 582 

difference of the variable is used in the PCA method, the problem of spurious regression has 583 

been resolved. In addition, since stationarity for the common factors and the idiosyncratic 584 

term is considered separately, it is not necessary to be stationary at the same level. 585 



 586 

The PANIC (Panel Analysis of Non-stationarity in Idiosyncratic and Common Component) 587 

test proposed by Bai and Ng (2004) allows the analysis of not only the observed variables but 588 

also the common factors. In the PANIC method, unobserved dynamic common factors are 589 

investigated by the principal components method. In this methodology it is proposed 590 

decomposing Yit into three components; Deterministic component (Dit,), common factors (Ft), 591 

and idiosyncratic component (eit). In other words, it is assumed that Yit consists of these three 592 

components. The Yit can be seen in Equation (7). 593 

 594 

Yit = Dit,p + λ′
i Ft + eit               (7) 595 

 596 

In equation (7) Dit represents polynomial trend function, Ft: Ft = [F1t ,F2t ,... ,Frt] ′ is a r × 1 597 

vector of common factors and λi = [λ1 ,λ2 ,... ,λr ]′ is a vector of factor loadings.  598 

 599 

By predicting Equation (7), not only the stationarity of common factors but also the 600 

stationarity of the idiosyncratic components can be investigated. If at least one of the common 601 

factors or idiosyncratic component is nonstationary, it is decided that the variable is 602 

nonstationary. On the other hand, if both components are stationary, the variable is considered 603 

as stationary. In the PANIC test, the null hypothesis represents the unit root. 604 

 605 

In other unit root test methods, tests may tend to reject the null-hypothesis, especially when 606 

one of the components is strongly I (0) and the other is I (1). This problem is eliminated since 607 

the components are handled separately in the PANIC test. In addition, since the components 608 

are separated in the PANIC test, the degree of cross-section dependency of idiosyncratic 609 

components decreases. Finally, since more cross-sectional information can be used in the 610 

PANIC test, the estimation results are more reliable. 611 

 612 

PANIC test statistics are shown in Equation (8), Equation (9), Equation (10) and Equation 613 

(11). 614 

 615 

For p=0 (Intercept Model) 616 

 617 P𝑎,𝑝=0 = √𝑁𝑇(�̂�0+−1)√2�̂�𝜀4�̂�𝜀4   and P𝑏,𝑝=0 = √𝑁𝑇(�̂�0+−1)√�̂�𝜀4/[�̂�3𝑁−1𝑇−2 ∑ (�̂�𝑖,−10 )’𝑁𝑖=1 �̂�𝑖,−10 ]          (8) 618 

 619 PMSB𝑝=0 = √𝑁(𝑁−1𝑇−2 ∑ (�̂�𝑖,−10 )’𝑁𝑖=1 �̂�𝑖,−10 −�̂�𝜀2/2)√�̂�𝜀4/3            (9) 620 

 621 

For p=1 (Intercept & Trend Model) 622 P𝑎,𝑝=1 = √𝑁𝑇(�̂�1+−1)√36�̂�𝜀4�̂�𝜀4/5�̂�𝜀8  and P𝑏,𝑝=1 = √𝑁𝑇(�̂�1+−1)√6�̂�𝜀4�̂�𝜀4/[5�̂�𝜀6𝑁−1𝑇−2 ∑ (�̂�𝑖,−10 )’𝑁𝑖=1 𝑒𝑖,−10 ]       (10) 623 

 624 PMSB𝑝=1 = √𝑁(𝑁−1𝑇−2 ∑ (�̂�𝑖,−10 )’𝑁𝑖=1 �̂�𝑖,−10 −�̂�𝜀2/6)√�̂�𝜀4/45          (11) 625 

 626 

PANIC test statistics (Pa and Pb) are included in Equation (8) and Equation (10). PMSB 627 

(Panel Modified Sargan – Bhargava) shows the corrected Sargan Bhargava test statistics in 628 

the case of autocorrelation in Equation (9) and Equation (11).  629 



 630 

Unit root results are shown in Annex 1. Developing country results are included in the first 631 

part of the table. According to the intercept model results, the null- hypothesis cannot be 632 

rejected at the 5% significance level for TCO2, TM, TRADE, and URBAN series, and it is 633 

decided that these series are stationary. The other series are not stationary. According to the 634 

results of intercept and trend models, the null hypothesis cannot be rejected for all series 635 

except EC series and it is decided that the series are nonstationary. For the EC series, the null-636 

hypothesis for Pa statistics is rejected. However, Pb and PMSB statistics show that the series 637 

is nonstationary. As a result, considering that there is a trend effect in series in general, it is 638 

decided that all series are nonstationary at the 5% significance level based on the results of the 639 

intercept and trend model. 640 

 641 

The second part of the table includes the results of developed countries. The null- hypothesis 642 

cannot be rejected according to the Pb statistics for the GDPPC, TRADE, and URBAN series 643 

for the intercept model. However, the null-hypothesis is rejected for Pa and PMSB test 644 

statistics. According to Pa and Pb statistics for TCO2 series, the null- hypothesis cannot be 645 

rejected, but the null-hypothesis is rejected for the PMSB test statistics. The results of the 646 

intercept and trend model indicated that the null- hypothesis cannot be rejected for all series 647 

except the PAT series and it is decided that the series are nonstationary. For the PAT series, 648 

the null- hypothesis cannot be strongly rejected. In addition, Pb and PMSB statistics show that 649 

the series is nonstationary. As a result, since we consider that there is trend effect in series as 650 

a general similar to the developing countries, it is decided that all series are nonstationary at 651 

the 5% significance level based on the results of fixed and trended model. 652 

 653 

After investigating the degree of integration of the series, it is necessary to determine whether 654 

the estimation equations provide the assumption of cross-section independence and 655 

homogeneity in order to select the appropriate co-integration method and estimators. As 656 

explained before, for cross-section dependence, Pesaran (2004) CD test and Pesaran et.al. 657 

(2008) LMadj (Bias-Adjusted Cross Sectionally Dependence Lagrange Multiplier) are used. 658 

In order to investigate the homogeneity assumption, Pesaran and Yamagata (2008) tests that 659 

are widely used in the literature are preferred.  660 

 661 

Pesaran and Yamagata (2008) proposed the delta (Δ) test by developing the Swamy (1970) 662 

test to investigate homogeneity (Pesaran, Yamagata, 2008: 54-55). Test statistics and 663 

hypotheses of the Delta Test are as follows: 664 

 665 Δ̂ = √𝑁 (𝑁−1�̂�−𝑘√2𝑘 )   for bigger sample       (12) 666 Δ̃𝑎𝑑𝑗 = √𝑁 (𝑁−1�̃�−𝑘√2𝑘 )  for smaller sample         (13) 667 

 668 

H0:𝛽𝑖 = 𝛽, slope coefficients are homogeneous 669 

H1: 𝛽 ≠ 𝛽𝑗, slope coefficients are not homogeneous 670 

 671 

Table 3 shows the test results of the equations considered within the scope of the analysis for 672 

homogeneity and cross-section dependency. 673 

 674 

Table 3: Homogeneity & Cross-Sectional Dependency Tests for Equations 675 

 

Developed Countries 
Eq.1 Eq.2 Eq.3 Eq.4 

Homogeneity Stat Prob Stat Prob Stat Prob Stat Prob 



Δ̂ 3.652 0.000 2.774 0.003 3.798 0.000 2.886 0.002 Δ̃𝑎𝑑𝑗 5.164 0.000 4.195 0.000 5.372 0.000 4.363 0.000 
CSD Stat Prob Stat Prob Stat Prob Stat Prob 
CD    -0.078 0.469 0.289 0.386 0.218 0.414 0.080 0.468 
LMadj 0.911 0.181 0.179 0.429 0.400 0.344 0.065 0.474 

 

Developing Countries 
Eq.1 Eq.2 Eq.3 Eq.4 

Homogeneity Stat Prob Stat Prob Stat Prob Stat Prob Δ̂ 4.243 0.000 3.382 0.000 4.420 0.000 3.709 0.000 Δ̃𝑎𝑑𝑗 5.478 0.000 4.561 0.000 5.706 0.000 5.002 0.000 
CSD Stat Prob Stat Prob Stat Prob Stat Prob 
CD    -1.102 0.135 -0.562 0.287 -0.718 0.236 -0.395 0.347 
LMadj -0.992 0.839 0.464 0.321 -1.463 0.928 -1.206 0.886 

 676 

According to the results in Table 3, the null hypothesis that the slope coefficient for the 677 

homogeneity test results is homogeneous is rejected and it is decided that all estimation 678 

equations are heterogeneous. On the other hand, according to both CD test (Pesaran,2004) and 679 

LMadj test (Pesaran et al.,2008), the basic hypothesis that suggests that there is no cross-680 

sectional dependency cannot be rejected for all equations and it is decided that the problem of 681 

cross-sectional dependency does not exist in the equations. Therefore, it is necessary to use 682 

heterogeneous models in data analysis. Also, taking the cross-sectional dependency into 683 

consideration is important. Nevertheless, since there is not cross-sectional-dependency for 684 

estimated equations in our samples, Pedroni and Durbin Hausman Panel Co-integration tests 685 

are preferred to investigate the co-integration relations between the series. 686 

 687 

Pedroni Panel Co-integration Test 688 

 689 

Pedroni cointegration test which allows for panel-specific cointegrating vectors, is based on 690 

the stationarity test of error terms with panel and group tests statistics (v, rho, ADF and PP). 691 

Pedroni test also allows individual slope coefficients and trend coefficients between cross-692 

sections. It developed seven test statistics consisting of within groups and between groups 693 

tests (within groups tests assume that the AR parameter is the same and the between groups 694 

tests assume that AR parameter vary). These test statistics consist of 4 within dimension 695 

(panel cointegration statistics) and 3 between dimension (group-mean statistics) tests. In the 696 

Pedroni cointegration test, the basic hypothesis suggests that there is no cointegration 697 

relationship is tested. Alternative hypothesis states that at least one unit is cointegrated. 698 

Group-mean statistics also provides additional information on heterogeneity between units. 699 

The seven predicted test statistics for cointegration analysis are shown below. 700 

 701 

1) Panel v-Statistic: 𝑇2𝑁3/2𝑍�̂�𝑁,𝑇 ≡ 𝑇2𝑁3/2(∑ ∑ �̂�11𝑖−2 �̂�𝑖,𝑡−12𝑇𝑡=1𝑁𝑖=1 )−1
    702 

     (14) 703 

2) Panel ρ-Statistic: 𝑇√𝑁𝑍�̂�𝑁,𝑇−1 ≡ 𝑇√𝑁(∑ ∑ �̂�11𝑖−2 �̂�𝑖,𝑡−12𝑇𝑡=1𝑁𝑖=1 )−1 ∑ ∑ �̂�11𝑖−2 (�̂�𝑖,𝑡−12 Δ�̂�𝑖,𝑡 − �̂�𝑖)𝑇𝑡=1𝑁𝑖=1      (15) 704 

3) Panel t-Statistic: 𝑍𝑡𝑁,𝑇 ≡ (�̃�2 ∑ ∑ �̂�11𝑖−2 �̂�𝑖,𝑡−12𝑇𝑡=1𝑁𝑖=1 )−1/2 ∑ ∑ �̂�11𝑖−2 (�̂�𝑖,𝑡−12 Δ�̂�𝑖,𝑡 − �̂�𝑖)𝑇𝑡=1𝑁𝑖=1  (non-705 

parametric) (16) 706 

4) Panel t-Statistic: 𝑍𝑡𝑁,𝑇∗ ≡ (𝑠𝑁,𝑇∗2 ∑ ∑ �̂�11𝑖−2 �̂�𝑖,𝑡−1∗2𝑇𝑡=1𝑁𝑖=1 )−1/2 ∑ ∑ �̂�11𝑖−2 (�̂�𝑖,𝑡−1∗2 Δ�̂�𝑖,𝑡∗ )𝑇𝑡=1𝑁𝑖=1  (parametric)     (17) 707 

5) Group ρ-Statistic: 𝑇𝑁−1/2�̃��̂�𝑁,𝑇−1 ≡ 𝑇𝑁−1/2 ∑ (∑ �̂�𝑖,𝑡−12𝑇𝑡=1 )−1 ∑ (�̂�𝑖,𝑡−1Δ�̂�𝑖,𝑡 − �̂�𝑖)𝑇𝑡=1𝑁𝑖=1       (18) 708 

6) Group t-Statistic: 𝑁−1/2�̃�𝑡𝑁,𝑇 ≡ 𝑁−1/2 ∑ (�̂�𝑖2 ∑ �̂�𝑖,𝑡−12𝑇𝑡=1 )−1/2 ∑ (�̂�𝑖,𝑡−1Δ�̂�𝑖,𝑡 − �̂�𝑖)𝑇𝑡=1𝑁𝑖=1  (non-709 

parametric) (19) 710 



7) Group t-Statistic: 𝑁−1/2�̃�𝑡𝑁,𝑇∗ ≡ 𝑁−1/2 ∑ (∑ �̂�𝑖∗2�̂�𝑖,𝑡−12𝑇𝑡=1 )−1/2 ∑ �̂�𝑖,𝑡−1∗2 Δ�̂�𝑖,𝑡∗𝑇𝑡=1𝑁𝑖=1  (parametric) 711 

     (20) 712 

 713 
Pedroni (2004), panel-t and group-t statistics are obtained from the regressions shown below: 714 

 715 �̂�𝑖,𝑡 = �̂�𝑖�̂�𝑖,𝑡−1 + �̂�𝑖,𝑡 ,            (21) 716 �̂�𝑖,𝑡 = �̂�𝑖�̂�𝑖,𝑡−1 + ∑ �̂�𝑖,𝑘Δ�̂�𝑖,𝑡−𝑘𝐾𝑖𝑘=1 + �̂�𝑖,𝑡∗                         (22) 717 

 718 

Panel - ρ and panel - t statistics are estimated by the long-term variance of 𝜂𝑖𝑡 by the 719 

following regression: 720 

 721 Δ𝑌𝑖𝑡 = 𝛼𝑖 + 𝛿𝑖𝑡 + 𝛽𝑖Δ𝑋𝑖𝑡 + 𝜂𝑖𝑡            (23) 722 

 723 

Pedroni panel co-integration test results are shown in Table 4. 724 

 725 

Table 4: Pedroni Panel Co-integration Test 726 

 
Developing Countries 

Test 

Stat 

Equation(1) Equation(2) Equation(3) Equation(4) 

Panel Stat. 
Group 
Stat. 

Panel Stat. Group Stat. Panel Stat. 
Group 
Stat. 

Panel Stat. Group Stat. 

V -1.844 
 

-2.253 
 

-2.053 
 

-2.084 
 rho 2.94 4.073 3.033 4.131 3.504 4.324 3.623 4.612 

T -4.137 -4.761 -8.426 -8.836 -2.816 -2.564 -4.957 -4.931 
adf 3.324 4.792 7.58 9.732 -1.774 4.415 0.1782 5.005 

 

Developed Countries 

Equation(1) Equation(2) Equation(3) Equation(4) 

Panel Stat. 
Group 
Stat. 

Panel Stat. Group Stat. Panel Stat. 
Group 
Stat. 

Panel Stat. Group Stat. 

V -2.682 
 

-3.173 
 

-1.992 
 

-2.18 
 rho 2.844 3.826 3.128 4.028 3.007 3.908 3.483 4.406 

T -9.18 -10.08 -11.92 -12.31 -6.686 -8.862 -6.631 -9.893 
adf 0.3733 0.766 0.4446 -1.422 1.401 2.633 2.754 2.639 
Note: Using the intercept model, the maximum delay was determined as 4. The appropriate delay length is 727 
determined according to the AIC information criteria. 728 

 729 

According to Table 4, the first part illustrates the test results for developing countries for both 730 

equations (2-4) with trademark variables and equations (1-3) with the patent variable. In the 731 

first part, according to all test statistics, the null hypothesis suggesting that there is no co-732 

integration relationship between the series is rejected and it is decided that a co-integration 733 

relationship exists. On the other hand, according to the results regarding the developed 734 

countries in the second part, the null- hypothesis is rejected according to the other test 735 

statistics except for the adf test statistics for Equation (1), Equation (2), and Equation (3) and 736 

it is decided that a co-integration relationship exists. As an alternative to the Pedroni test, the 737 

Durbin-Hausman test was preferred since it presents panel and group statistics separately. 738 

 739 

Durbin-Hausman Panel Co-integration Test 740 

 741 

The Durbin-Hausman test, developed by Westerlund (2008), takes the cross-sectional 742 

dependency into account and presents both panel and group statistics. This test is effective, if 743 

the dependent variable is I (1), it is also effective when some of the independent variables are 744 



I (0) (Westerlund, 2008). Group statistics are based on the assumption of the heterogeneous 745 

panel (the autoregressive parameter is different for each section in the panel), and the Panel 746 

Statistics is based on the assumption of the homogeneous panel (the autoregressive parameter 747 

is the same for each section in the panel). 748 

 749 

Test statistics and hypotheses are as follows.  750 𝐷𝐻𝐺𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝 = ∑ �̂�𝑖(∅̃𝑖 − ∅̂𝑖)2𝑁𝑖=1 ∑ �̂�𝑖𝑡−12𝑇𝑡=2           (24) 751 

 752 𝐷𝐻𝑃𝑎𝑛𝑒𝑙 = �̂�𝑖(∅̃𝑖 − ∅̂𝑖)2 ∑ ∑ �̂�𝑖𝑡−12𝑇𝑡=2𝑁𝑖=1          (25) 753 

 754 

H0: There is no co-integration for all units. 755 

H1: There is co-integration for some units. 756 

 757 

Table 5 shows the Durbin-Hausman panel co-integration test results. 758 

 759 

Table 5: Durbin-Hausman Panel Co-integration Test 760 

Test Statistics Developing Countries 

 
Equation (1) Equation (2) Equation (3) Equation (4) 

DH (Group Test Statistic) -1.554 -1.752 -1.537 -1.966 

DH (Panel Test Statistic) 0.248 -0.982 0.241 -1.399 

 
Developed Countries 

 
Equation (1) Equation (2) Equation (3) Equation (4) 

DH (Group Test Statistic) -2.258 1.687 -2.186 2.81 
DH (Panel Test Statistic) -1.811 4.464 -1.551 9.541 

Note: The tests are based on an intercept and the Newey and West (1994) procedure for selecting the bandwidth 761 
order. Max factors are selected as 7. 762 

 763 

The test results presented in Table 4 indicate that group statistics and panel statistics are given 764 

separately. For group statistics, the null- hypothesis is rejected at the 10% significance level 765 

for the equations involving both the trademark variable and patent variable and it is decided 766 

that there is a long-term relationship between the series. On the other hand, the results of the 767 

panel statistics are more complex. Except for Equation 4 for developing countries, the test 768 

statistics cannot reject the null- hypothesis and it is decided that there is no relationship 769 

between the series. That is, there is a relationship at the 10% significance level for developed 770 

countries.  771 

 772 

Based on the findings, group statistics are taken into consideration since there is heterogeneity 773 

in estimation equations. As a result, supporting the Pedroni test results, it has been concluded 774 

that there is a co-integration relationship for both developed and developing country groups. 775 

 776 

LONG-RUN COEFFICIENTS 777 

 778 

There are many methods in the literature to estimate the long-term impact of the carbon 779 

emission caused by the transport sector and the innovation level for both developed and 780 

developing countries in the Mediterranean countries. In addition to the co-integration 781 

relationship for estimation equations, there is heterogeneity in the estimation equations. Since 782 

there is no cross-section dependency in this study, Group Mean FMOLS, Group Mean DOLS, 783 

and DFE (Dynamic Fixed Effect) test that do not take the cross-section dependency into 784 

account and take heterogeneous sections into account are used. 785 



 786 

In the FMOLS estimator, the long-term covariance matrix is allowed to vary according to 787 

cross-sections. FMOLS estimator is shown in Equation (26). 788 
 789 �̂�𝐹𝑀𝑂𝐿𝑆 − 𝛽 = [∑ �̂�𝜀𝑖−2 ∑ (𝑋𝑖𝑡 − �̅�𝑖)2𝑇𝑡=1𝑁𝑖=1 ]−1 ∑ �̂�𝑢𝑖−1�̂�𝜀𝑖−1𝑁𝑖=1 [∑ (𝑋𝑖𝑡 − �̅�𝑖)𝑌𝑖𝑡∗ − 𝑇�̂�𝑖𝑇𝑡=1 ]                     790 

(26) 791 

 792 

Equation (26) makes an assumption of homogeneity for horizontal sections. Group Mean 793 

FMOLS estimator, which takes heterogeneity into account, is equal to the mean of FMOLS 794 

estimators. The Group Mean - FMOLS estimator is shown in Equation (27). 795 

 796 �̂�𝐺𝑀𝐹𝑀𝑂𝐿𝑆 = 𝑁−1[∑ (∑ (𝑋𝑖𝑡 − �̅�𝑖)2𝑇𝑡=1 )𝑁𝑖=1 ]−1[∑ (𝑋𝑖𝑡 − �̅�𝑖)𝑌𝑖𝑡∗ − 𝑇�̂�𝑖𝑇𝑡=1 ]        (27) 797 

 798 

The t statistics of the Group Mean FMOLS estimator is shown in Equation (28). 799 

 800 𝑡̅ = 1√𝑁 ∑ �̂�𝑢𝑖−1[∑ (𝑋𝑖𝑡 − �̅�𝑖)2𝑇𝑡=1 ]−1/2[∑ (𝑋𝑖𝑡 − �̅�𝑖)𝑌𝑖𝑡∗ − 𝑇�̂�𝑖𝑇𝑡=1 ]𝑁𝑖=1                        801 

(28) 802 

  803 

 804 

Kao and Chiang (2000) proposed the DOLS (Dynamic OLS) estimator for estimating 805 

cointegrated regression equations and obtaining coefficients. The dynamic OLS estimation 806 

equation is seen in Equation (28). 807 
 808 𝑦𝑖𝑡 = 𝛼𝑖 + 𝛽𝑥𝑖𝑡 + ∑ 𝑐𝑖𝑗Δ𝑥𝑖𝑡−𝑗𝑗=𝑞2𝑗=𝑞1 + 𝑉𝑖𝑡              (29) 809 

 810 

In Equation (29), 𝑐𝑖𝑗 shows the delayed values of the predecessors and successors. DOLS 811 

coefficient is obtained from Equation (30). 812 

 813 �̂�𝐷𝑂𝐿𝑆 = [∑ ∑ 𝑞𝑖𝑡𝑞𝑖𝑡′𝑇𝑡=1𝑁𝑖=1 ]−1[∑ ∑ 𝑞𝑖𝑡�̂�𝑖𝑡∗𝑇𝑡=1𝑁𝑖=1 ]        (30) 814 

 815 

However, Equation (30) makes an assumption of homogeneity between sections. 𝑞𝑖𝑡 is a 816 

vector of explanatory variables. In this study, the estimation equations are heterogeneous. 817 

Pedroni (2001) has included the average values for each cross-section in Equation (29), taking 818 

the heterogeneity into account. Thus, the group estimator method has been applied to the 819 

DOLS method. The Group Mean - DOLS estimator is shown in Equation (31).  820 

 821 �̂�𝐷𝑂𝐿𝑆 = 1𝑁 ∑ {(∑ 𝑞𝑖𝑡𝑞𝑖𝑡′𝑇𝑡=1 )−1 ∑ 𝑞𝑖𝑡�̂�𝑖𝑡∗𝑇𝑡=1 }𝑁𝑖=1       (31) 822 

 823 

Group Mean FMOLS and Group Mean DOLS test results are shown in Table 824 



Table 6: FMOLS & DOLS Results 825 

  
DEVELOPED COUNTRIES DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 

Variables 

Coef. / 

Prob. FMOLS DOLS FMOLS DOLS 

  
Eq.1 Eq.2 Eq.3 Eq.4 Eq.1 Eq.2 Eq.3 Eq.4 Eq.1 Eq.2 Eq.3 Eq.4 Eq.1 Eq.2 Eq.3 Eq.4 

EC Coef. 1.205 0.181 1.344 0.271 -13.227 1.059 -3.952 1.016 0.591 0.434 1.005 0.829 1.042 1.375 1.413 2.417 

 

Prob. 0.000 0.553 0.000 0.428 0.004 0.053 0.163 0.056 0.000 0.001 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

LNGDPPC Coef. 0.204 -7.305 0.118 -7.264 0.026 -0.415 -0.015 -0.459 0.194 -0.022 0.228 0.925 0.185 -7.196 0.278 -4.742 

 

Prob. 0.000 -0.022 0.012 0.042 0.872 0.924 0.920 0.911 0.000 0.976 0.000 0.142 0.010 0.000 0.000 0.001 

LNGDPPC2 Coef. - 0.367 - 0.361 - 0.031 - 0.030 - 0.009 - -0.046 - 0.425 - 0.300 

 

Prob. - 0.018 - 0.037 - 0.884 - 0.882 - 0.829 - 0.231 - 0.000 - 0.000 

LNTRADE Coef. -0.232 -0.279 -0.300 -0.341 -1.309 -0.210 -1.018 -0.328 -0.083 -0.168 0.062 -0.052 0.033 -0.287 0.307 0.203 

 

Prob. 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.004 0.040 0.050 0.001 0.144 0.003 0.219 0.324 0.701 0.001 0.000 0.159 

LNU Coef. -2.182 -1.126 -3.056 -1.473 8.458 0.236 4.802 0.954 1.127 1.058 1.086 1.014 0.626 -0.717 1.352 0.069 

 

Prob. 0.133 0.377 0.115 0.410 0.001 0.677 0.055 0.061 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.042 0.108 0.001 0.817 

LNFD Coef. -0.050 -0.050 -0.108 -0.077 0.338 -0.066 0.020 -0.034 -0.022 -0.027 -0.048 -0.046 0.086 0.030 -0.027 0.029 

 

Prob. 0.400 0.421 0.118 0.322 0.047 0.475 0.878 0.658 0.684 0.576 0.138 0.186 0.349 0.655 0.667 0.687 

LNPAT Coef. 0.123 0.040 - - -0.088 0.050 - - 0.002 -0.028 - - -0.039 -0.045 - - 

 

Prob. 0.004 0.210 - - 0.578 0.560 - - 0.913 0.054 - - 0.063 0.001 - - 

LNTM Coef. - - 0.133 0.098 - - 0.413 0.163 - - 0.043 0.016 - - 0.063 0.153 

 

Prob. - - 0.016 0.029 - - 0.234 0.007 - - 0.363 0.730 - - 0.375 0.116 



Table 6 shows FMOLS results for developed countries. Based on the results obtained from 826 

equation 1, which includes the patent variable as an indicator of innovation, it is observed that 827 

energy consumption, per capita income, and innovation have a positive effect on carbon 828 

emissions. On the other hand, trade openness reduces carbon emissions. The effects of urban 829 

population and financial development are not statistically significant. When Equation 2 is 830 

analyzed, it is seen that per capita income has a negative effect on carbon emission up to a 831 

certain level, after this certain level it has a positive effect on carbon emission. This result 832 

does not support the reverse U shape assumed by the Kuznets hypothesis. In other words, this 833 

result indicates that the Kuznets hypothesis is invalid. In the context of the quadratic equation, 834 

innovation does not have a statistically significant effect on carbon emissions. 835 

 836 

Similarly, energy consumption, urban population, and financial development do not seem to 837 

have a statistically significant effect on carbon emissions. On the other hand, trade volume 838 

decreases carbon emissions. In equations 3 and 4 using the trademark variable as the 839 

innovation variable, it is observed that innovation has a positive effect on carbon emission. 840 

Similarly, it is indicated that the Kuznets hypothesis is not valid for the quadratic function. In 841 

Equation 3, energy consumption and per capita income positively affect carbon emissions, 842 

while trade openness negatively affects. Energy consumption in Equation 4 is not statistically 843 

significant. Openness negatively affects carbon emissions. Urban population and Financial 844 

development are not statistically significant in equations 3 and 4. 845 

 846 

The Group Mean DOLS results for developed countries indicated that energy consumption 847 

has a statistically significant negative effect only for equation 1 at the 5% significance level. 848 

For all estimation equations, it is shown that the per capita income and the square of the per 849 

capita income are not statistically significant. Trade openness has a statistically significant 850 

negative effect on carbon emission for each equation.  The increase in the urban population 851 

increases carbon emissions. However, this effect is not statistically significant for equation 2. 852 

Financial development positively affects carbon emission in a statistically significant way 853 

only for equation 1. Finally, according to DOLS model results, the patent increase does not 854 

affect carbon emission, while trademark increase increases carbon emission for equation 4. 855 

 856 

The FMOLS results for developing countries indicated that for equation 1, energy 857 

consumption, per capita income, and urban population growth have an increasing effect on 858 

carbon emissions. Trade openness and financial development do not affect carbon emissions. 859 

It was concluded that the level of innovation, which was the focus of this study, also did not 860 

affect carbon emissions. When the results obtained from Equation 2 are analyzed, energy 861 

consumption and urban population increase positively affect carbon emission, while 862 

increasing trade openness affects carbon emission negatively. For quadratic equation 2, per 863 

capita income and square of per capita income and financial development have no effect on 864 

carbon emissions. However, the increase in innovation has a negative effect on carbon 865 

emission at the 10% significance level. When the results obtained from Equation 3 are 866 

examined, energy consumption, per capita income, and urban population have an increasing 867 

effect on carbon emissions. On the other hand, trade openness and financial development do 868 

not have any effect on carbon emissions. In Equation 3 and 4, innovation does not seem to 869 

have any impact on carbon emissions. According to the results obtained from Equation 4, 870 

income per capita, the square of per capita income, trade openness, and financial development 871 

do not affect carbon emissions, while the increase in urban population affects carbon 872 

emissions positively. 873 

Finally, according to the DOLS results for developing countries, for equations 1 and 2, for 874 

which the patent is an innovation indicator, the increase in innovation reduces carbon 875 



emissions. However, for equations 3 and 4, where the trademark variable is an indicator of 876 

innovation, it seems that innovation does not have an effect on carbon emissions. Energy 877 

consumption has a positive effect on carbon emissions for all equations. For Equation 1, while 878 

per capita income and urban population affect carbon emissions positively, trade deficit and 879 

financial deepening do not affect carbon emissions. In Equation 2, the increase in per capita 880 

income negatively affects the carbon emission, while the per capita income increase has a 881 

positive effect on the carbon emission after a certain level. While there is no statistically 882 

significant effect of financial deepening on the urban population, the trade deficit affects 883 

carbon emissions negatively. For Equation 3, per capita income, trade deficit, and the urban 884 

population positively affect carbon emissions, whereas financial deepening does not have a 885 

statistically significant effect on carbon emission. Finally, for equation 4, per capita income 886 

affects carbon emissions negatively, while per capita income after a certain threshold value 887 

affects carbon emissions positively. Trade openness, urban population, and financial 888 

deepening do not have any impact on carbon emissions. 889 

 890 

As a result, evidence has been reached in our study that the Kuznets hypothesis is not valid. 891 

For developing countries, if the increase in innovation level is caused by the increase in 892 

patents, it has a negative effect on carbon emissions from transportation. However, the 893 

trademark increase does not have a statistically significant effect on carbon emissions. The 894 

test results for developed countries indicated that both the patent increase and the trademark 895 

increase have a positive effect on the carbon emission. 896 

 897 

CONCLUSION 898 

 899 

In this study, the impact of innovation on carbon emissions originating from the transportation 900 

sector is analyzed in the Mediterranean countries. Considering the IMF (2019) report, 901 

Mediterranean countries are divided into two groups as developed and developing countries. 8 902 

developing countries whose data can be accessed; Albania, Algeria, Bosnia and Herzegovina, 903 

Croatia, Egypt, Morocco, Tunisia and Turkey, and 6 developed countries as Cyprus, France, 904 

Greece, Israel, Italy, Spain. The analysis period has been determined as 1997-2017 for 905 

developing countries and 2003-2017 for developed countries, depending on the availability of 906 

data. 907 

 908 

In our study, patent applications and trademark applications, which are frequently used in the 909 

literature, were used as innovation indicators. The estimation equations for each innovation 910 

indicator were created both linearly and quadratic linearly to test the Kuznets hypothesis. 911 

Hence, 4 equations were used in total. The results obtained from our study did not provide 912 

evidence that the Kuznets hypothesis is valid. For developing countries, the increase in the 913 

level of innovation has a negative impact on carbon emissions from transport if the innovation 914 

results from the increase in patents. However, the trademark increase does not have a 915 

statistically significant effect on carbon emissions. When the results for developed countries 916 

are examined, it is seen that both the patent increase and the trademark increase have a 917 

positive effect on the carbon emission. As the development level of the countries increases, 918 

the demand for personal vehicles also increases. In the developed countries, the income per 919 

capita is high enough to have own car. Therefore, as Erdoğan et al. (2020) pointed, although a 920 

relative decrease in CO2 emissions from vehicles is observed through energy saving  921 

innovation technologies, having more personal vehicles and driving more bring more energy 922 

consumption in the developed Mediterranean countries in spite of increasing energy 923 

efficiency in transportation technologies. Hence, to decrease the CO2 emissions in the 924 

Mediterranean countries, environment-friendly innovation technologies should be improved. 925 



However, parallel to Rennings (2000) findings, it should be noted that new model of 926 

environment-friendly vehicles need infrastructure investments for adaptation and diffusion. 927 

Therefore convenient infrastructure investments should be initiated such as having 928 

widespread charging stations and technological improvement to compete with their 929 

conventional counterparts. Besides, conventional car owners should be encouraged to 930 

consume less pollutive fuels and government should initiate regulations and measures to 931 

control low quality polluting fuels. Furthermore, environment friendly vehicles such as 932 

electric vehicles should be widespread through tax incentives and other supports. 933 

 934 

 935 

 936 

Annex 1: PANIC Unit Root Test 937 

 
DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 

Tests Intercept Int&Trend Intercept Int&Trend 

 
EC LNGDPPC 

 
Stat. p-value Stat. p-value Stat. p-value Stat. p-value 

Pa -0.708 0.240 -1.730 0.042 1.880 0.970 0.551 0.709 

Pb -0.537 0.296 -1.340 0.090 2.555 0.995 0.630 0.736 

PMSB -0.589 0.278 -0.848 0.198 2.219 0.987 0.712 0.762 

 
LNTM LNPAT 

Pa -4.437 0.000 -1.412 0.079 -1.061 0.144 -0.570 0.284 

Pb -2.165 0.015 -1.159 0.123 -0.846 0.199 -0.515 0.303 

PMSB -1.382 0.084 -0.775 0.219 -0.480 0.316 -0.352 0.363 

 LNTRADE LNTCO2 

Pa -3.520 0.000 -0.559 0.288 -1.869 0.031 1.047 0.852 

Pb -1.815 0.035 -0.508 0.306 -1.549 0.061 1.445 0.926 

PMSB -1.229 0.110 -0.383 0.351 -0.561 0.288 1.947 0.974 

 
LNGDPPC2 LNURBAN 

Pa 1.966 0.975 0.220 0.587 -4.528 0.000 -0.989 0.161 

Pb 2.633 0.996 0.233 0.592 -2.338 0.010 -0.826 0.204 

PMSB 2.077 0.981 0.255 0.601 -1.052 0.146 -0.591 0.277 

 
LNFD 

 

Pa -3.556 0.000 -1.333 0.091 

Pb -1.661 0.048 -1.105 0.135 

PMSB -1.394 0.082 -0.763 0.223 

 
DEVELOPED COUNTRIES 

Tests Intercept Int&Trend Intercept Int&Trend 

 
EC GDPPC 

 
Stat. p-value Stat. p-value Stat. p-value Stat. p-value 

Pa 0.617 0.731 -1.356 0.088 -1.052 0.146 -0.855 0.196 

Pb 20.497 1.000 -1.225 0.110 -64.530 0.000 -0.826 0.204 

PMSB 1.792 0.963 -0.544 0.293 -0.491 0.312 -0.239 0.406 

 
TM PAT 

Pa 0.752 0.774 1.544 0.939 1.420 0.922 -1.706 0.044 

Pb 38.234 1.000 2.606 0.995 46.343 1.000 -1.540 0.062 



PMSB 6.885 1.000 4.823 1.000 1.155 0.876 -0.612 0.270 

 TRADE TCO2 

Pa -1.090 0.138 -1.126 0.130 -2.786 0.003 -0.481 0.315 

Pb -50.177 0.000 -1.065 0.143 -81.928 0.000 -0.485 0.314 

PMSB -0.069 0.473 -0.387 0.349 -0.871 0.192 0.004 0.502 

 
GDPPC2 URBAN 

Pa 0.773 0.780 -0.080 0.468 -1.090 0.138 -1.443 0.075 

Pb 1.251 0.895 -0.087 0.465 -50.177 0.000 -1.275 0.101 

PMSB 2.099 0.982 0.510 0.695 -0.069 0.473 -0.613 0.270 

 
FD 

 

Pa 1.569 0.942 -1.468 0.071 

Pb 67.356 1.000 -1.341 0.090 

PMSB 0.853 0.803 -0.529 0.298 
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Figures

Figure 1

Global Transport Sector Carbon Emissions (Gt, 2000-2019) Source: Teter, Tattini and Petropoulos (2020);
IEA (2019b)

Figure 2



Developed and Developing Mediterranean Countries Carbon Emissions from the Transportation Sector
(million tones, 2000-2016) Source: Authors’ own calculations from Ritchie and Roser (2020) Developing
Mediterranean Countries: Turkey, Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia, Algeria, Tunisia, and Morocco
Developed Mediterranean Countries: Israel, Italy, France, Spain, Greece, Cyprus

Figure 3

Developed and Developing Mediterranean Countries Carbon Emissions from Transport (Road and
Shipping-Aviation) (2017, million tones) Source: IEA (2019a)
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